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TEACHER OF ENGLISH  
 

Grade and Salary Main Pay Scale / Upper Pay Scale 

Working pattern Full Time 

Contract term Permanent  
 

 

The School: 

 

The Manor Academy has an excellent reputation for its high standards of teaching, student 
behaviour and academic achievement. Ofsted recognised the journey we have been on 
when grading us as a “good” school, citing that the quality of education has been 
transformed since the previous inspection. 

 

The role:  

 

An exciting opportunity has arisen to join a very successful, friendly, and forward-thinking 
English faculty as a Teacher of English. You will be responsible for inspiring students 
through your passion for teaching English. KS3, GCSE and A Level teaching are available to 
the successful candidate. 

 

The person:  

 

The successful candidate will be enthusiastic, resourceful, and keen to ensure that the 
highest possible standards of pupil achievement, personal development and well-being are 
achieved. The post would equally suit confident and ambitious ECTs or experienced 
teachers with excellent subject knowledge, a willingness to learn and a passion for teaching.   

 

 

Why join us? 

 
Our academy is part of The Two Counties Trust. This Trust has a forward-thinking HR 
strategy with all the professional benefits that this brings for staff. We are easily reached by 
public transport, and for those who drive, there is a large free staff carpark. We have some 
excellent facilities for staff and our students really want to learn and achieve.  

 

We offer: 

 

• Highly competitive pay and pay progression opportunities.  

• An array of employee benefits and lifestyle options including discounted healthcare, gym 
membership and extensive high street retail discounts. 

• Entry to a career average pension scheme. 

• A full induction and a strong commitment to your professional development and career  

• Opportunities to experience and share practice in our partner schools across the Trust 

• A stimulating, supportive and rewarding working environment with a dedicated team of like-
minded professionals 

• Excellent opportunities to develop your skills and experience and to progress your career 
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• We take the wellbeing and health of employees seriously. We have a range of support 
mechanisms and benefits available to employees and the Trust has signed up to the 
Education Staff Wellbeing Charter 

 
The closing date for applications is:  Sunday 22 May 2022 at 23.59 

 
We are committed to safeguarding and promoting the welfare of children and young 
people. An offer of employment will be subject to the receipt of a satisfactory enhanced 
level DBS disclosure with a children’s barred list check, two satisfactory references and 
successful completion of vetting procedures. It is an offence to apply for a role if you are 
barred from engaging in Regulated Activity relevant to children. 

 

We are committed to recruiting and retaining a diverse workforce and candidates with a 
disability who meet the essential job criteria will be given an opportunity to demonstrate 
their abilities at interview. 
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JOB PROFILE 
 

Job title Teacher of English 

Responsible to: Head of English 

Salary / Grade: Main Pay Scale / Upper Pay Scale 

Working Pattern Full time 

Core purpose: To carry out the duties of a Teacher in accordance with the School Teachers’ Pay 
and Conditions Document and other relevant statutory provisions. 

 

To implement and deliver an appropriately broad, balanced, relevant and 
differentiated curriculum to designated students, incorporating National 
Curriculum requirements and in line with curriculum policy. 

 

To work towards and promote the vision and the aims outlined in the School / 
Academy Improvement Plan. 

 

Corporate responsibilities:  

• To ensure that the responsibilities of the role are carried out in a way that reflects the vision and 
values of the Trust. 

• To be aware of and observe all policies, procedures, working practices and regulations, and in 
particular to comply with policies relating to Child Protection, Equal Opportunities, Health and Safety, 
Confidentiality, Data Protection and Financial Regulations, reporting any concerns to an appropriate 
person. 

• To uphold our commitment to safeguarding and to promote the wellbeing of children. 

• To contribute to a culture of continuous improvement.  

• To comply with all reasonable management requests. 

 

Expectations of all teachers:  

Teachers within the Two Counties Trust ensure that the education of students is their first concern and 
are accountable for maintaining high standards of professional conduct. 

 

Our teachers are expected to:  

 

• Set high expectations which inspire, motivate and challenge students to fulfil their potential.  

• Demonstrate consistently high standards of personal and professional conduct. 

• Ensure that students are offered engaging and high quality learning opportunities.  

• Facilitate, support and monitor the progress and development of students. 

• Demonstrate good, current subject and curriculum knowledge. 

• Plan and teach well-structured lessons. 

• Adapt teaching to respond to the strengths and needs of all students. 

• Make accurate and productive use of assessment. 

• Treat students with dignity, building relationships which are rooted in mutual respect, observing 
proper boundaries as appropriate to their professional role. 

• Have regard for the need to safeguard students’ well-being, in accordance with statutory provisions. 

• Show tolerance of and respect for others. 
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• Have an understanding of, and always act within, the statutory frameworks which set out their 
professional duties and responsibilities. 

• Manage behaviour effectively in order to maintain a good and safe learning environment. 

• Actively engage with performance improvement and undertake professional development activities 
to enhance self and job performance. 

 

Teaching & Learning responsibilities: 

Our teachers are expected to: 

 

• Plan, teach and evaluate lessons, ensuring that the learning experience for all students is well 
matched to their educational needs. 

• Create a stimulating environment for teaching and learning using a variety of methods which are 
appropriate to students’ learning styles and the varying demands of curriculum. 

• Deliver a high quality learning experience that meets internal and external quality standards.   

• Assess, record and report on the attendance, progress, development and attainment of students. 

• Provide set targets for students and provide feedback, ensuring students know how best to improve, 
maintaining accurate and relevant records as required. 

• Maintain a positive, conducive and safe learning environment, being aware of and responding to any 
health and safety issues. 

• Encourage high standards in punctuality and presentation of work.  

• Set high expectations for students’ behaviour and maintain a good standard of discipline through well 
focused teaching, fostering positive relationships and implementing the behaviour policy. 

• Use ICT appropriately and creatively to support effective learning. 

• Consistently apply and support the development of policies which enable effective learning and 
inclusion. 

 

Working with others: 

Our teachers are expected to: 

 

• Form professional and co-operative working relationships with colleagues. 

• Share knowledge and expertise concerning the content, teaching strategies and learning activities 
that represent good practice in the relevant curriculum area(s).  

• Support colleagues in the formulation of appropriate methods of assessment and recording for their 
curriculum area. 

• Trial materials, strategies and interventions related to the subject and sharing these, and their 
outcomes, with colleagues in staff meetings. 

• Work with parents and carers as partners in order to raise standards and achievement. 

 

Other Duties relevant to the role: 

Our teachers are expected to: 

 

• Support and adhere to all quality assurance procedures. 

• Maintain accurate records which identify and monitor the progress of all students.  
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• Communicate effectively with parents of students and with persons or bodies who are concerned with 
the welfare of students, after consultation with appropriate staff.   

• Contribute to the personal, social, health, citizenship and enterprise education of students according 
to the agreed policy. 

• Carry out a share of supervisory duties in accordance with published rosters. 

• Participate in appropriate meetings with staff and parents as defined by the annual calendar. 

 

Notes:  

 

This document is an overview of the role. The responsibilities will include but will not be limited to 
those listed above and it is anticipated that the role will evolve over time and as such the duties may 
change. 

 

This document does not form part of the contract of employment.  

 

This post will have contact with children and as such a satisfactory disclosure from the Disclosure and 
Barring Service (DBS) is required as a condition of employment.  

 

 

Our Mission:  

Why do we exist?  To provide our students with opportunities and experiences to 
enhance their    life choices, making a positive contribution to the world share.  

 

Our values:  

How do we behave?   

 

Ambition:  we maximise our potential through striving for excellence.  

 

Teamwork:  we give 100% effort, displaying kindness and humility for 
the benefit of all.   

 

Honesty:  we are respectfully open about our successes and areas for 
growth 

 

 

Our strategic anchors:  

 

• Create a healthy organisation, free from politics and confusion through clarity following 
the empowered to lead operating model. 

• Build a compelling school culture built on strong professional relationship where all can achieve. 

• Craft and implement a high-value curriculum which is knowledge rich to allow meaningful application 
of skills. 

• Put people first through high impact professional development and instructional coaching.  
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PERSON SPECIFICATION 
Role:  Teacher of English E/D A I 

Qualifications & Training 

1 Qualified Teacher Status or completion of training programme. E   

2 Degree in a relevant subject. D   

3 Evidence of continuing professional development. E   

Experience 

4 Relevant teaching experience in secondary education, either through a 
training programme or current post. 

E   

5 Experience of using data to inform planning, target setting and to secure 
improvements. 

E   

6 Experience of successfully implementing successful teaching and learning 
strategies. 

E   

Knowledge & Understanding 

7 Excellent subject knowledge with a passion for the subject area. E   

8 Knowledge of the National Curriculum including latest developments, 
initiatives and current issues. 

E   

9 Knowledge of effective assessment strategies. E ✓ ✓ 

10 Clear understanding of successful strategies for raising achievement. E ✓ ✓ 

11 Good knowledge of pedagogy, how students learn and teaching styles. E ✓ ✓ 

12 Understanding and commitment to social inclusion. E ✓ ✓ 

Skills & Abilities  

13 Ability to communicate effectively with students’ and parents. E   

14 Flexible and imaginative with the ability to solve problems creatively. E  ✓ 

15 Good IT skills with the confidence to exploit new technology. E   

16 Ability to effectively manage behaviour. E   

17 Ability to motivate and inspire students to achieve. E ✓  

Personal Attributes  

18 Tenacity and resilience. E  ✓ 

19 A strong and supportive team player. E   

20 Personal presence and confidence; warmth & sensitivity.  E  ✓ 

21 Enthusiastic and determined.  E  ✓ 

22 Courteous and tactful.  Relates well to young people  E  ✓ 

23 Able to work on own initiative and manage diverse work pressures E  ✓ 
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Other 

24 A commitment to uphold and promote equality of opportunity  E ✓ ✓ 

25 Demonstrates an understanding of Safeguarding issues relevant to the post E ✓ ✓ 
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HOW TO APPLY 
 
TES is our recruitment platform so please go to www.tes.com/jobs to apply for this role online. 
 
If you do not wish to apply online you can download an application form from this link and 
then email your application to HR-Team@ttct.co.uk 
 
Please ensure that you set out in your application why your experience and ambition is a 
good fit for the role of Teacher of English within The Manor Academy.  
 
In order to comply with Safeguarding requirements, you must complete either an application 
form or apply online via TES. We cannot accept a Curriculum Vitae as an application for this 
post.  

 
Please note that we receive a large number of applications and so unfortunately cannot 
provide feedback to everyone. If you have not been contacted within four weeks of the 
closing date you should assume that your application has not been successful on this 
occasion.  

 

 

Applications must arrive by Sunday 22 May 2022 at 23.59 

 

http://www.tes.com/jobs
mailto:HR-Team@ttct.co.uk
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